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Suggested Themed Entertainment Options

Entertainment & Dinner

Outdoor Features

Wandering Minstrels
Medieval Magical Artistes
Jesters
Room Theming
Medieval Tarot reading
King John & Barons
Medieval Feasts
Themed Meet & Greet Characters

Jousting Display
Simulated Battle Displays
Medieval Villages with Characters
Inflatable Castles / Gladiator etc
Medieval It’s a Knockout
Knights on Horseback
Props, Stocks themed Displays
Falconry Displays

Meet & Greet Musicians
We have a wide selection of wandering or
stationary musicians in full period costume to
create an authentic atmosphere. They play for
background music and for dancing. We also
have excellent teachers to teach courtly dances
such as The Pavan and the Gavotte. We even
provide Medieval Musicians on Stilts a seen
below.

The Jester / Compere for the evening

Excellent Juggler / Jester / Host for the evening. Linking the evening together with a mixture of Jester
tricks, general foolery and very gifted juggling talents.
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Magical Entertainment with Bagshot Ye Magician
Nathaniel Bagshot ye Magician
Close-up sleight of hand with coins, cards, cups and balls, bits of rope
and sundry other prestidigitate delights, including a fascinating
demonstration of medieval street swindles.
Also available: The much acclaimed stage show Bagshot's Cabinet of
Curiosities which also involves a mind-reading mouse and an eight foot
guillotine.
Bagshot is also a medieval minstrel performing music and songs from the
middle ages and other places on a such diverse instruments as Flute,
Recorder, Rauschpfeife, Crumhorns, Psaltery, Mandolin and Bells...
...Ah, the Bells!
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Outdoor Medieval Features
Full Jousting and Fighting Display
A fantastic colored costumed display of Medieval Jousting at its very
best. Consisting of heroic mounted knights and their squires and
enhanced by our own commentator the tournament begins with
fanfares and introductions and ends with the dramatic thundering of
hooves as the knights attempt to unhorse each other in the 'JOUST'.
Watch as the knight’s hone their skills by striking the man-shaped
target, the quintain, and attempt to spear peasant’s heads off the
ground at speed. The show also boasts superbly choreographed foot
fights with unmerciless swords, flaming fireballs on chains and
unyielding quarterstaffs as well as the knights romantically accepting
favor’s from the ladies and fighting for their honor.

With over eighteen years experience
they are able to boast the very best in
jousting and medieval entertainment.
Offering excellent value for money
they provide jousting tournaments

based on the movie 'A Knights Tale' where set to 70's rock and roll
music the dashing knights fight for the honor of becoming the World
Jousting Champion and lifting the coveted Golden Goblet or they can
recreate a more traditional display of the fabled King Arthur and the
Knights of the Round Table featuring the gallant Sir Lancelot and the
more sinister Black Knight, Mordred.
The most popular format is either one fifty minute or two twenty five
minute shows they pride themselves in being truly flexible in their
approach and can tailor make our performances to suit your
requirements. They offer you a complete professional package from
the initial enquiry to the taking down of the arena and in-between they will present your guests and
visitors the most breathtaking and spectacular jousting tournament they are ever likely to see.
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Medieval Style Falconry Displays are a firm favourite with the crowd.
Medieval Village Complete with Tents and Villagers are great
fun. All the characters interact with each other and the crowd.

Fighting Knights with no visor left un bashed.
Amazingly lifelike and truly noisy knights giving it
their all!
Themed it’s a Knockout

A Large selection of Props such as the stocks above, flags,
carts, castle doors etc is available. Please call for full
listing.
Outdoor PA’s, Staging and outdoor catering also
available.
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Package groups of Medieval Characters for Meet & Greet
Interaction during the meal
available. Includes Jester &
Musicians
Knights / Maidens / King
John / The Barons etc. See
Package prices.

Stalls
Themed Fairground Stalls
BASIC Stalls seen here they would be themed for the
event.

Marquee
Price to be advised
after site visit.
To also include
Raised platform for stage
Medieval style lighting
Links to Buildings
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Why Use Langford Productions for your Military Function?
The answer is simple your peace of mind!
Experience counts and by employing Langford Productions’ services you can be assured you have been provided with
the best possible entertainment available within your budget. The experience, knowledge and vast choice of artistes
we offer is fully at your disposal. Coupled with this using a reputable entertainment agent such as ourselves you are
safe in the knowledge that you have an experienced person on board to help with the detail and organisation of your
event
Another major benefit:Should your entertainer / band / act become ill and you have booked with ourselves we will use every professional
endeavour to replace the act like for like, with our extensive database of acts & trusted trading partners this does not
normally present a problem. Also many acts offer agency preferable rates this can often save you money. Add to this
written contracts and the agents’ extensive knowledge of the industry, venues and artistes and you can see why we
provide true peace of mind.
Langford Productions are members of both major Agency Associations.
The Agents Association of Great Britain
The National Entertainment Agents Council
Both organisations are the trade organisations for the professional agent. All members as a condition of membership
are obliged to adhere to the strictest code of conduct within the industry to ensure quality delivery of professional
entertainment consistently.
Langford Productions was founded by Zena Simmons & Heather Kerr-Wilbur whose experience of the industry spans
over 35 years. Established in 1996 Langford Productions is now one of the busiest and most respected agencies in the
country. We are regular suppliers of artistes and events to the British Forces.
Along with all the reassurances mentioned above we also take care of the following details. We ensure you have all
the vehicle details in advance along with full names of personnel. The artistes are given direction on carrying
passports, dress code, early arrival times and mess etiquette. On large function whenever possible a representative
from Langford Productions will be present at the start of the evening.

Do you need some further reassurance?
When you deal with Langford Productions you don’t just benefit from the vast choice of artistes knowledge and ideas
for your event you’ll benefit from:






100% commitment from all our dealings with you.
Top quality Entertainers & Events
Prices that are simple and realistic
A friendly and informed service.
A simple process for making bookings
24 Hour support
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HOW WE CAN HELP: Well help us to help you. It’s helps us and you to keep bookings under one roof, we
can then help oversee the event and make sure equipment, lighting, timings for example don’t clash. In
other words troubleshoot for you. Either one of the partners or our representative will serve as contact
point on the night. This person will be well informed and have a timetable for the evening. They will also
be there to ensure set up is completed without complication, arrivals are prompt, yourselves and the
artistes have a contact point with knowledge of other’s needs. In general, to aid the smooth running of
your event. Our job is to make your job as easy as possible!

ARTISTE

Times

Marquee
DJ
Bagshot The Magician plus close up
Jester / Juggler / Compare / Magician
Inflatable Games including gladiator (fugal stick)

Price

4 Hours

TBC
From 500.00
£450.00
£495.00
1 Game
399.00
£1,550.00
3,600.00 +
vat
Duo From
£400.00
£695.00
POA
£1,600.00

4 Hours

£1,999.00

2 x 20
N/A

£875.00 +
vat
£1,800.00

4 Hours
4 Hours

£750.00
£595.00

Till 2.00
3 Hours
Till 12
4 Hours

Stalls 4 Stalls
Full Jousting on Horse Back and display /
fighting etc.
Medieval Musicians

4 Hours

Falconry Display / Skills / Meet & Greet
Fairground
Actor group Medieval Actor / Musician Combo
1 Includes sword fights, jester, games, dancing,
5 persons etc.
Actor group Medieval Actor / Musician Combo
2 Includes sword fights, jester, games 6 persons
Black & White Knight Sword Fighting

2 Hours

Re Enactment Group 20 persons
Theming Price on Application
Medieval Demolition Ball
King Arthur Meet & Greet Magician / Host

2 Hours

2 Games
525.00

Trio From
£580.00

ASK FOR
DETAILS
ASK FOR
DETAILS

PLEASE CALL 0800 018 3173 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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3 Games
599.00

